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Editorial: State of the Art Research into Cognitive Load Theory
This special issue contains a selected set of 15 papers that were based on presentations
made during the First International Conference on Cognitive Load Theory, at the University
of New South Wales (Sydney, Australia) in 2007. The contributions presented here cover a
variety of areas, and together provide a good overview of new research on established topics,
as well as some interesting innovative directions inspired by Cognitive Load Theory (CLT:
Sweller, 1988; Sweller, Van Merriënboer, & Paas, 1998; Van Merriënboer & Sweller, 2005).
Together, the papers comprise seven themes: learning from worked examples; learning by
adding diagrams to text; self-regulation and learner control; group learning; measuring
cognitive load and cognitive processes; learning from dynamic visualizations; and, learning
in hypermedia environments and the impact of prior knowledge. Whereas most papers have a
clear research focus within a single theme, some have additional findings that are relevant to
other themes. The papers have been organized into two main sections. The first is entitled
Instructional designs for the development of transferable knowledge and skills and contains
the manuscripts focusing on worked examples, self-regulation and learner control, group
learning, and cognitive load measurement. The second section is called Learning from
dynamic visualizations and hypermedia environments and contains the studies on animations
and hypermedia. Each section is followed by a discussion.
This editorial starts by describing some of the basic principles of CLT; we then
describe the themes and briefly introduce the individual papers and discussion papers within
those themes.
Cognitive Load Theory
For over a quarter of century now, research inspired by CLT has contributed
significantly towards effective instructional designs, based on our understanding of the
cognitive architecture, and its engagement during learning episodes and problem solving. It
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has developed from a theory in its early beginnings that focused on problem solving (see
Sweller, 1988) to a more recent re -conceptualization as a learning theory with an
evolutionary biological base (see Sweller, 2004; Sweller & Sweller, 2006). CLT has
identified a number of effects, such as the worked example, goal-free, split-attention,
redundancy, modality, expertise reversal and imagination effect (for reviews see Sweller et
al., 1998; Van Merriënboer & Ayres, 2005; Van Merriënboer & Sweller, 2005), that have led
to enhanced instructional design guidelines and thereby to more effective learning
environments.
At the centre of CLT is the human memory system, in particular the relations between
working and long-term memory. CLT is based on a model of human cognitive architecture
that assumes that working memory (WM) is very limited in terms of being able to store and
process information (Cowan, 2001; Miller, 1956); whereas long term memory (LTM) has a
vast capacity, able to store an almost limitless amount of information. Essential to the
development of expertise and problem solving capabilities is the construction of schemas in
LTM, that is, knowledge structures organized around central concepts. In the construction of
those schemata, however, the WM limitations in capacity and duration are a bottleneck, as
this is where information elements need to be processed, combined, rehearsed, etc. before
they can become consolidated in LTM. These limitations become especially pronounced
when dealing with complex tasks that are high in intrinsic cognitive load, that is, tasks
containing a high number of novel, interacting information elements.
As expertise develops, schemas are formed and elaborated, that is, they become more
complex and connect together many linked areas of knowledge. As well as providing the
foundation of our knowledge base, schemas also enable us to overcome the capacity
limitations of WM. Schematic information brought into WM represents only a single element
of information. As a consequence, intrinsic load is lower and more capacity is available in
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WM to store and process new information. Furthermore, if schemas are automated, they can
be recalled and executed rather effortlessly in WM, further reducing the burden on WM. In
common with many other theories of learning, CLT recognises the importance of prior
knowledge to support further learning. However, this not just from a motivational or cultural
perspective, but in recognition that the limited capacity of WM can be a major impediment to
learning. All conscious learning takes place in WM, therefore using prior knowledge in the
form of schemas enables us to not only make sense of new information, but also reduces the
likelihood of WM becoming overloaded and leading to a breakdown in learning.
Because CLT research has emphasized the importance of WM, much of the research has
focused on identifying instructional designs that create unnecessary WM load, and providing
more effective or efficient alternatives. Problem solving strategies, redundancy and splitattention effects are all examples of designs that increase extraneous cognitive load, that is,
cognitive load caused by the instructional design that is ineffective for learning. Worked
examples, non-redundant materials, and integrated materials, were therefore found to be more
effective for learning, respectively (see Sweller et al., 1998). In addition, when information to
be learned is too complex, that is, when intrinsic load is too high, this load can be decreased
by temporarily reducing the number of elements that need to be processed in WM at the same
time (see Ayres, 2006; Pollock, Chandler & Sweller, 2002). Both the previously described
situations are concerned with reducing cognitive load (both intrinsic and extraneous), which is
highly desirable in those cases, as learning would otherwise be hampered. Nevertheless, this
type of research has for a long time dominated CLT research, and has led to the
misconception that CLT propagates reduction of cognitive load and effortless learning in
general. This is not true, as CLT also emphasizes that an equally important consideration is to
ensure that learning (schema acquisition) is optimized. For learning to occur, learners must
actively engage in processes that impose a germane cognitive load, which is facilitated by the
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instructional design but is effective for learning (i.e., schema construction). Researchers have
identified a number of strategies to increase germane load, mostly in relation to worked
examples (see Paas & Van Gog, 2006), such as increasing variability in sequences of worked
examples (e.g., Paas & Van Merriënboer, 1994) or prompting self-explanations during
worked examples study (e.g., Atkinson & Renkl, 2007).
In summary, CLT argues that there are three vital aspects to designing effective learning
environments. Two focus on reducing working memory load: that caused by poorly designed
instructional materials, and if necessary (when tasks/materials are too complex) that caused by
the materials to be learned themselves. The third is concerned with optimizing WM load, for
processes related to learning. As mentioned before, much of the research into CLT has been
concerned with reducing extraneous load and to a lesser extent intrinsic load. The state of the
art research shown in this special issue indicates a much greater focus on the third vital
aspect: optimizing germane cognitive load.
Contributions in the Special Issue
Section 1: Instructional Designs for the Development of Transferable Knowledge and Skills
Learning from Worked Examples
The topic of learning from worked out examples has a long tradition in cognitive load
research (Cooper & Sweller, 1987; Sweller & Cooper, 1985; see also Paas & Van Gog, 2006).
Research has consistently shown that for novices, instruction consisting of studying worked
examples is more effective and efficient than instruction consisting of solving the equivalent
problems (for overviews see e.g., Atkinson, Derry, Renkl, & Wortham, 2000; Renkl, 2005;
Sweller et al., 1998). This became known as the worked example effect. The study by
Schwonke, Renkl, Krieg, Wittwer, Aleven, and Salden (this issue) provides an important
addition to the worked examples literature. It addresses the arguments by some critics of the
worked example effect that it is mainly due to ‘lousy’ control conditions, that is, it is superior
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to problem solving without any instructional guidance at all, but would it also be superior to
forms of guided instruction? Schwonke et al. compare the effectiveness of worked examples
presented in a fading strategy with problem solving, both supported by an intelligent tutor that
provided feedback and scaffolding. Their results lend further support to the robustness of the
worked example effect for developing both procedural and conceptual understanding. This
study also demonstrates how the two instructional approaches (faded worked examples and
intelligent tutors) can be successfully combined.
Hilbert and Renkl (this issue) also extend the research into worked examples by
focusing on examples not as a means to teach domain content knowledge as is usually the
case, but to teach a heuristic strategy for learning in the form of computer-based concept
mappings. In this study learners who studied heuristic examples on concept mapping were
compared with learners who practiced concept mapping. Their results show that heuristic
examples were only effective when combined with self-explanation prompts.
Although not primarily about example-based learning, Van Gog, Kester, Nievelstein,
Giesbers, and Paas (this issue), discuss how techniques that can be used to uncover cognitive
processes, like concept mapping, verbal reporting, or eye tracking, can also be applied directly
in examples. That is, examples may not only be thought of as consisting of a worked-out
solution, but also as a model demonstrating a solution. In this case, hearing the model
verbalize his/her thought processes, or being able to observe the model’s allocation of
attention through his/her eye movements, may focus learners’ attention more on the relevant
strategies or task aspects, thereby increasing their understanding of presented solution
procedures.
Learning by Adding Diagrams to Text
Researchers have known for a long time that diagrams can be a very effective aid to
learning either by themselves or in conjunction with a written or spoken text (see Marcus,
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Cooper & Sweller, 1996; Mayer & Moreno, 2003; Schnotz, 2005). However, the multimedia
approach of combining diagrams with text can be detrimental if unintentional extraneous
cognitive load is created; by either positioning the text away from the diagram (the splitattention effect, see Ayres & Sweller, 2005; Chandler & Sweller, 1991) or repeating the same
information in both sources (the redundancy effect, see Chandler & Sweller, 1991; Sweller,
2005). The following two papers add to this literature on text and diagrams.
Kehoe et al. (this issue) investigated the impact of adding illustrations to text in
learning about computer applications (word processing and internet usage) with adult novices.
Both positive and negative effects of illustrations were found, depending on what type of
tasks was set. Illustrations aided learning in following the textual instructions but were less
helpful in remembering whole procedures. Redundancy effects were observed, but
significantly a metacognitive engagement led to a deeper processing of the training material.
Leutner, Leopold, and Sumfleth (this issue) investigate the effectiveness of
visualizations generated by the learners themselves while reading science text. They found
that whereas an instruction to mentally visualize while reading seemed to increase
comprehension and lower cognitive load, the requirement to draw these visualizations had the
reverse effect, reducing comprehension and increasing cognitive load.
Self-regulation and Learner Control
An emerging topic in CLT, which is getting more attention, is self-regulation and the
role of motivational and affective factors in learning. Research suggests that providing novice
learners with full control over which learning tasks to work on, imposes too high an
extraneous load, even though it seems to enhance learners’ motivation or involvement (see
e.g., Corbalan, Kester, & Van Merriënboer, in press; Scheiter & Gerjets, 2007). Therefore, an
important question is how learner control could be provided without overloading the learner.
Corbalan et al. (in press) opted for shared control over task selection (i.e., a set of tasks is pre-
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selected by the environment, from which the learner chooses the one she or he wants to work
on), which they indeed found to be a good way to maintain positive effects on involvement
without detrimental effects on learning. The study presented here by Corbalan, Kester, and
Van Merriënboer (this issue) extends these findings by showing that shared control is only
effective when learners have the feeling they actually have something to choose. That is, if the
tasks among which they could choose were all highly similar to the previous task, shared
control did not have positive effects.
The Wirth, Künsting, and Leutner (this issue) study investigated the goal-specificity
effect (goal vs. goal-free, see Ayres, 1993; Sweller, Mawer & Ward, 1983) from both a
problem solving and a learning goal perspective. Results found that within a problem solving
framework the goal-free condition led to both better performance and reduced cognitive load
than a goal specific condition, but within a learning framework led only to reduced cognitive
load without a corresponding difference in performance. It was also found that the goal-free
approach and the learning framework were more likely to elicit a learning strategy than a goal
specific or problem-solving approach. This study has important implications for cognitive
load research on self-regulated learning. Different learners are likely to have different goals
which mediate their learning strategies and as a consequence their cognitive load and learning
outcomes (see also Gerjets & Scheiter, 2003).
The study by Leutner et al. (this issue; see description above) also can be regarded
from the perspective of self-regulated learning. When learners read plain text they may use
particular visualization strategies to compensate for a lack of diagrams, either by forming an
internal mental image or by drawing an external representation on paper.
Group Learning
The article by Kirschner, Paas, and Kirschner (this issue), moves in an important and
highly innovative new direction for CLT research, by addressing the question of whether on
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complex tasks, group learning becomes more effective because more processing capacity is
available. Kirschner et al., hypothesized that a collaborative group can cope more easily with
the limited working memory capacity of individuals by creating a combined group working
memory with greater capacity, and therefore enabling more learning to occur from complex
tasks. In support of this argument they found that retention was higher for participants who
had worked individually, but transfer (i.e., new, flexible applications of what was learned)
was higher for participants who had worked in groups, suggesting that group members can
invest more cognitive resources in processes that directly contribute to high-quality and
flexible schema development. In the discussion, they also raise a number of interesting
questions for further research on how current cognitive load principles may or may not apply
to group learning situations.
Measuring Cognitive Load and Cognitive Processes
A more general issue that pertains to many of the studies presented here concerns the
measurement of cognitive load. The researchers in this special issue use a variety of measures
and combinations of measures to assess it. Measurement of cognitive load has been a very
important tool in the development of CLT. In the early stages researchers mainly used indirect
methods such as time to solution and error rates, as well as some limited uses of a dual-task
methodology (see Sweller, 1988). However, a significant breakthrough occurred when Paas
(1992) introduced a subjective measure. This global measure of cognitive load requires
learners to rate (perceive) the amount of mental effort invested during learning and testing
phases, and has been used extensively in CLT for more than 15 years. However, in more
recent times, researchers have wanted to gain a deeper understanding of the cognitive
processes evoked during learning episodes and have thus required more information about the
influence of different types of cognitive load.
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Representing a move away from the global measure, Cierniak, Scheiter and Gerjets
(this issue) proposed a set of separate subjective scale items to measure intrinsic, extraneous,
and germane load individually. In this study, which also used a dual-task methodology, the
split-attention effect (a split source format was compared with an integrated format, see Ayres
& Sweller, 2005) was investigated in a physiological learning domain. The dual-task findings
suggested that overall cognitive load was the same for both groups; however, results obtained
with the subjective rating scales suggested that the split attention effect was mediated by both
extraneous load and intrinsic cognitive load, according to the individual measures. This
finding is in line with the general goal of CLT, in that the superior learning format (integrated
text and diagrams) reduced extraneous load and promoted germane load.
Van Gog et al. (this issue) emphasize that it is also important for CLT researchers to
try and capture the processes that impose certain kinds and/or amounts of load more directly,
in order to increase our understanding of why certain effects occur or fail to occur. They
discuss how techniques such as concept mapping, verbal reporting, or eye tracking, can be
used as a means to uncover such information, and in addition, can be used to assess acquired
cognitive structures (i.e., learning outcomes) at a more detailed level than our performance
measures usually do. These techniques should not replace others, but could be an informative
addition to other techniques. Combinations of different kinds of cognitive load measures or
measurement techniques can provide better insight into the quality of acquired cognitive
structures. For example, the efficiency measure originally proposed by Paas and Van
Merriënboer (1993; see also Kirschner et al., this issue), relies on a combination of test
performance and mental effort invested in the test, to assess the quality of learning outcomes.
In the past, it has also been adapted in more economic terms, as the relation between test
performance and effort invested in the study phase to attain that performance (see Van Gog &
Paas, 2008, for an overview). Gerjets, Scheiter, Opfermann, Hesse, and Eysink (this issue)
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make another adaptation using time invested in the study phase, which is also a more
economic definition of efficiency. It is important to note though, that the different measures of
cognitive load and efficiency assess different constructs and as a consequence, have different
implications for the conclusions that can be drawn from the studies (see Van Gog & Paas,
2008).
Finally, a very unique challenge for cognitive load measurement is presented by the
Kirschner et al. (this issue) paper: How do we conceptualize and measure “group cognitive
load”?
Discussion of Section 1
The discussion of the papers in this section is provided by Slava Kalyuga (this issue).
He analyzes these papers in terms of issues related to the acquisition of deep, transferable
knowledge structures and the development of metacognitive and self-regulation skills.
Section 2: Learning from Dynamic Visualizations and Hypermedia Environments
Another topic that has been studied for quite a while in cognitive load research, but
continues to result in seemingly contradictory findings, is the effectiveness of static versus
dynamic visualizations (see also Ayres & Paas, 2007a,b). In their review of the literature,
Tversky, Morrison, & Betrancourt (2002) showed that although dynamic visualizations seem
an intuitively superior instructional format for representing change over time than static
graphics, the superiority of dynamic over static visualizations could not always be
demonstrated empirically. In a recent meta-analysis, Höffler and Leutner (2007) came to the
more positive conclusion that dynamic visualizations were more effective than static
visualizations under certain conditions. In particular, the effect was greater when the
animation was representational (as opposed to decorational), when it was highly realistic, and
when procedural-motor knowledge was to be acquired.
The procedural-motor condition is consistent with a potential explanation based on
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neuroscience research recently provided by Van Gog, Paas, Marcus, Ayres, and Sweller
(2008). They argued that the mirror-neuron system, which is activated when we perform a
movement ourselves, but also when we observe someone performing a movement, might
explain why dynamic visualizations are often effective for tasks containing human movement,
but not for content demonstrating other kinds of movement. The studies presented here by
Wong et al. (this issue) and Ayres, Marcus, Chan, and Qian (this issue) investigate this
possibility. In both studies human movement tasks were devised that involved hand
manipulations in the form of origami tasks (Wong et al.), or knot tying and puzzle rings
(Ayres et al.). The two sets of results are in line with the findings by Höffler and Leutner and
lend some support to the assumption by Van Gog et al., as they consistently show that
dynamic visualizations can be superior to static visualizations on tasks involving human
movement. An interesting issue raised by the (combination of the) Wong et al. and Ayres et
al. studies, is that concerning cognitive representations of the motor task and transfer from the
motor task to related cognitive tasks (e.g., inferring previous or next steps). It seems that such
transfer may depend on the complexity of the material, at least when the number of static
frames required to convey the content in the static conditions can be taken as an indicator of
complexity.
Furthermore, Arguel and Jamet (this issue) found that for their task which also
involved observational learning of procedural motor knowledge in a very real-world learning
domain (first aid procedures), a combination of dynamic and static visualizations, was more
effective than either format alone. However, they found in a second experiment that this was
only the case when the number of static visualizations presented was low, with higher
numbers the effect disappeared, probably due to a redundancy effect (see Chandler & Sweller,
1991). The approach by Arguel and Jamet in combining statics with animations is quite
unusual, as much of the research in this field has compared statics with animations, a notable
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exception being a study by Paas, Van Gerven and Wouters (2007) that followed an animated
instructional episode with a sequence of key static frames from the animation. A further
feature of the Arguel and Jamet paper was the finding that the best strategy was to present the
statics one at-a-time (dynamically) in synchronization with the animation content.
Learning in Hypermedia Environments and the Impact of Prior Knowledge
One of the learner characteristics that is frequently investigated in CLT, and is known to
substantially affect the effectiveness of instructional formats, is the learner’s level of prior
knowledge. Research on what has become known as “the expertise reversal effect” (for an
overview see Kalyuga, Ayres, Chandler, & Sweller, 2003) has shown that instructional
formats that have positive effects on novices’ learning outcomes, may have detrimental
effects on learning when learners have a high degree of prior knowledge, and vice versa. The
studies by Gerjets et al. (this issue) Schnotz and Heiß (this issue), and Amadieu, Tricot, and
Mariné (this issue), extend the research on prior knowledge to learning in hypermedia
environments, in which the learner has a high degree of control over what to study, when to
study it, and for how long.
Amadieu et al. (this issue) investigated the impact of prior knowledge on learning
from either a hierarchical structure (organisational links) or a network structure (relational
links). Results indicated that low prior knowledge learners benefited from the hierarchical
structure but high prior knowledge learners from the network structure. An interesting aspect
of this study was that the amount of disorientation caused by the hypermedia environment
was also measured as well as cognitive load. Schnotz and Heiß (this issue) investigated how
semantic scaffolds should be best presented in a hypermedia environment. Results indicated
that high prior knowledge learners benefited from the use of semantic scaffolds, but low prior
knowledge learners did not. In addition, learners with low prior knowledge performed better
with an optional presentation, whereas high prior knowledge performed better with an
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obligatory presentation, which allowed the removal of the scaffolds. Overall learners
generally preferred the optional presentation of learning scaffolds even though it did not
benefit all learners. Gerjets et al. (this issue) investigated whether general multimedia design
principles, such as the split-attention and modality principles, can be applied to hypermedia
learning environments, and to what extent the impact of learner control was dependent upon
prior knowledge. Results indicated that there was little evidence to support the assumption
that multimedia principles can be implemented in a hypermedia environment. It was also
found that a high level of learner control had a positive influence on learning outcomes,
irrespective of the learner’s prior knowledge.
Discussion of Section 2
The papers in this section are discussed by Paul Chandler (this issue), who also
comments more broadly on the impact of dynamic visualisations and hypermedia on learning
environments.
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